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Come fall down the Rabbit hole with Alice and the Besties! Relax, unwind, get creative and enjoy

coloring with My Besties Alice and The Looking Glass from artist Sherri Baldy TM! Her Fun Big

Eyed Alice and The Looking Glass Besties are great coloring for all ages, adults and children too.

This Alice and The Looking Glass Besties collection is volume # 10 from Sherri's My Besties

illustrations. Color them all up yourself OR have a coloring party and color with your Bestie Pals....

Sherri's My-Bestie images have been stamper's, crafter's and scrapbooker's fans favorites from all

over the world and are now available in coloring books. You get *50* coloring pages 2 of each

image is printed single~sided so you can frame or give away your colorful Bestie creations. Most of

all have FUN! Create a Colorful Day!
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Alice and the Looking Glass is the 2nd Sherri Baldy coloring book that I have purchased. I love

Sherri Baldy's big eyed creations. I love this Alice book because the pictures are adorable and so

easy to color. This book has all of your favorite Alice and the Looking Glass characters. Another

great feature that I love about this coloring book is that there are 2 copies of each one of these

awesome pictures.

Another so so adorable book to color. I just started coloring about a month or two ago. I have nine

coloring books, and three of them are this artist. The pictures of these girls are so much fun to color,



and look so awesome when they are done. Makes my new found hobby even better! This is my

third and favorite book of this artist. Once again, I have to mention the bleeding of the black ink into

the color. I Blame this on the quality of paper and the ink, not the artist, but it's very frustrating.

When I use my Prismacolor blender, any black lines that are incorporated into the picture bleed into

the color. I've tried everything to avoid it, but it happens all the time, with all three of her books. I use

Prismacolor pencils or Marco raffine, but it happens with both when I try to blend with my

Prismacolor blender. First I thought it was my blender, until I saw another reviewer post the same

problem. Sorry, but I am coming back and removing one star from my review for the frustration and

having to spend so much time trying to fix my picture to no avail....

This is one of the best books I have for coloring. It is so cute. The pictures are wonderfully made,

with enough room for blending but also not sparse enough to be boring. I love that there are 2 of

each page so I can try one way with one page and another way with the other page. I have done a

couple pages so far, trying pencils with one page and pastels and water color with the other page.

The pages can stand water color, if you do not use too much water, and they can stand vaseline. I

do not know about terpentine. I hesitate to use that, because if it ruins my page, I will be very upset.

I cannot wait to get another Besties book!! I love them!! LOVE LOVE

i have enjoyed her books, they are whimsical and fun.... i have not found one in this book that i did

not like....my only wish is that instead of having two of every picture is that she would have them all

different allowing for more creativity and bang for your buck.

I like this coloring book. I use watercolor pencils to color mine. Just be careful of how much water

you use because it can crinkle the paper because the pages are thin. The pages are not perforated,

but I just use my craft knife to cut them out of the book.

Not sure how I feel about all of the images being doubled and the paper is absolutely awful for use

with markers. Hopefully colored pencil will go over a little better? Definitely not worth the money

when there are so many more coloring books, of better quality, out there for less than half the price

of this one.

I love Sherri Baldy coloring books. The concept of doubling each picture is awesome. My kids can

color in it or i can let a friend color and it feels like i still have a while coloring book to myself. The art



work is super fun and original and i just absolutely love it.

Super cute pictures! Fun to color. I really like that you get 2 of each image!
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